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Introduction 
The marine litter pollution is an important  regional and global environmental problem. For 

the sustainable developing and protecting sea, these drifting marine litter must clear away just 

like sweeping the family floor daily. Therefore, Dalian Environmental Protection Volunteer 

Association starts to research and explore this problem. We unite enterprises and other social 

strength to carry on the elimination and investigation of drifting marine litter.  

Dalian is a beautiful and clean city. It is China’s first environmental protection city of 

“500 world good”, and is one of the first batch of Chinese best tour cities. Dalian's 

geographical position and climatic conditions are extremely superior; the length of Dalian's 

coastline amounts to 1906 kilometers and the jurisdiction sea area is 23,000 square 

kilometers. 

Dalian still face the problem of marine litter pollution just like the other coastal cities. 

Drifting marine litter nearby sea area change the drifting direction according to factors such 

as wind and current, which affects the navigation when floating to the sea-route, serious 

accidents such as propeller winded by the drifting matter maybe occur. 

For the sustainable developing and protecting sea, these drifting marine litter must clear 

away just like sweeping the family floor daily. For many years, coastal units cleared sea trash 

year by year, but there are still not the effective countermeasure and persistent mechanism 

about the high seas float trash that out of the management at present. Therefore, Dalian 

Environmental protection Volunteer Association has started to research and explore this 

problem since 2006, and launches public welfare campaign about the elimination and 

investigation of drifting marine litter 2006·China Dalian.        

In June and August 2006, the launch ceremony and the relay ceremony were held at Port 

wharf 6th berth of Dalian Port group and Dalian dock of Dalian Zhongyuan shipping limited 

company respectively. We had organized more than 500 volunteers, ten ships from maritime 

affair bureau and Dalian Port group and so on in these two large-scale campaign, and 

eliminate the drifting marine litter more than 2000 kilograms. Fishing litter were moved away 

with garbage trucks before classifying, weighting and recording. 
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From the table, we can see conspicuously that the main pollutant is plastic product such 

as domestic plastic bottle and the plastic bag, plastic ball, foaming plastic and plastic nets for 

fishery and the fish breeding; log, branch, paper case and greasy dirt and so on.  

This campaign obtained the support from the municipal party committee, the municipal 

government and all walks of life; and environmental protection bureau, municipal party 

committee propaganda department, maritime affair bureau, harbor bureau and sea bureau send 

representatives to participate in the campaign.  

Reporters of the Dalian Daily, China view and other mediums had come to carry 

in-the-spot coverage a issued the massive news. 

Dalian Environmental protection Volunteer Association organizes to eliminate the marine 

drifting matter campaign as well as seabed trash and the seacoast trash campaign such as 

fishing seabed trash at Xinghai bay disposal trash at Fujiazhuang garden. There is still a large 

of reports and coverage about this campaign on the net of Baidu and Google.  

Dalian Environmental protection Volunteer Association not only organizing the 

eliminating of the marine floating matter campaign as well as seabed trash and the seacoast 

trash campaign such as fishing seabed trash at Xinghai bay disposal trash at Fujiazhuang 

garden. Just in 2006 participator of sea protection the volunteer has rose to several thousands. 

As follows, I will discuss countermeasure to control drifting marine litter: 

The first respect, it is principal that NOWPAP-RCU is propeller of sea environmental 

protection in Northwest Pacific region. 

Firstly, NOWPAP-RCU may formulate the region’s sea protecting objective and action 

plan of the future 5 and 10 years. 

Secondly, RCU may drive to revise international conventions and multilateral protocols 

about the sea protection.  

Thirdly, RCU coordinates relation and the cooperation with each member countries. 

Fourthly, we had better choose a few suitable experimental cities to implement the above 

protecting objective and action plan, and make great effort to support them in the fund and 

guideline as experimental cities. 

Fifthly, we promote the valuable experience of the demonstration cities to a broad 

region.

The second respect, it is key point that is the main manager and should be responsible for 

the sea protection.  

Firstly, each member country works out special goal according to the protecting 

objective and action plan of RCU; 

Secondly, each member country revises and promotes the law of sea protection;  

Thirdly, each member country supports and assures in terms of manpower and fund ;  

Fourthly, each member country gives priority to the construction of the experimental 

cities, then promote their experience to other cities and areas gradually.  

The third respect, it is essential that the experimental cities and other cities are important 

force of achieving the aims and plans. 

Firstly, the experimental cities should make (such as Dalian) the planning for action in 

details according to RCU and our country;  
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Secondly, it is necessary to amend and improve the legal level, human capital investment 

and give assurance for that. 

Thirdly, It’s important to support in the respect of manpower and fund;  

Fourthly, the long-term mechanism—“protect, manage and develop” must be built, and 

detailed method must be studied and implemented. 

The fourth respect, it is important bridge that the NGO links with enterprise, government 

and the public. 

Firstly, unite enterprise and all walks of life to organize public activities, and appeal the 

government to pay attentions to marine litter and solve it;  

Secondly, coordinate relations between government and all walks of life, supervise activities 

of protecting sea environment. 

If Dalian is fortunate enough to be the experimental city, Dalian Environmental 

Protection Volunteer Association is pleasure to be a participant in this project. Of course, 

Dalian is qualified to be a experimental city. For environmental protection, especially marine 

protection, Dalian not only has complete hardware facilities, but good software environment 

because of government’s highly emphasized attentions, enterprises’ actively supporting and 

enthusiastic public.

For more information:  

Dalian Environmental Protection Volunteers Association 

Adds  No.1 Huale St. Zhongshan District, Dalian, China   

P.C.   116001 

Tel    86411-82704122     

Fax    86411-82704102 

E-mail:  dlchenjn@126.com & dlchenjn@sina.com
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Practice and Countermeasure forPractice and Countermeasure for

Public to Collect and Control Public to Collect and Control 

Marine Litter in Marine Litter in DalianDalian

Jiangning Chen

Dalian Environmental protection  Volunteer Association 
(DLEPVA)

Dalian is a beautiful and 
clean city. It is China’s first 
city of “the Global 500” ,

and is one of the best 

tourism cities in the world.

Dalian

The length of Dalian's coastline amounts to 1,906 
kilometers and the jurisdiction sea area is 23,000 
square kilometers.

Dalian still faces the problem of sea trash pollution just like the 
other coastal cities. Drifting marine litter nearby sea area changes 
the drifting direction according to factors such as wind and current .

Dalian Environmental Protection 
Volunteer Association launched public 
welfare campaign “the elimination and 
investigation of drifting marine litter 
2006·China Dalian”. The launchment
ceremony was held at 6th berth of the 
wharf of Dalian Port group in June 2006.

The relay  ceremony was held at 
Dalian dock of Dalian Zhongyuan
shipping limited company in  
August 2006.
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We had organized more than 500 
volunteers and ten ships in these 
two large-scale campaigns.

Environmental protection volunteers 
were collecting the drifting marine 
litter.

This campaign obtained the support of the municipal 
government, and environmental protection bureau, harbor 
bureau and sea bureau and all walks of life.  The ship is from 
maritime affair bureau.

The weight of drifting marine litter 
was more than 2,000 kilograms.

Table of classification about marine litter in Dalian

1001,036 Total 8

Shipping&Seacoast 
enterprise&Tour

4.648pericarp and 
others 

7

Shipping&Seacoast 
enterprise&Tour

5.658glass bottle 6

Fisher&Breeding9.7100fishing net 5

bulky Shipping&Seacoast 
&Breeding&Tourism

11.6120foam  plastic 4

disheveledShipping&Seacoast 
enterprise&Tourism

19.3200wastepaper 3

Shipping&Seacoast 
&Breeding&Tourism

24.1250plastic bag2

Seacoast enterprise 25.1260wood1

Remark Possible      Source Percent 
(%)

Weight

(Kg)

Category N

o.

Massive news was issued by newspaper, reporters 
of China view, Liaoning TV and the Dalian Daily 
and other mediums.
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DLEPVA was founded on June 23, 2003. We have about 
300 registered individual members, and 40+ group members.

The history of DLEPVA

A diver was interviewed after clearing seabed trash 
(more than 20 divers participated), June 2003

We organized campaigns to eliminate the coast trash at 
Heishijiao, March 2004.

We also have organized campaigns to 
eliminate the seacoast trash at 
Fujiazhuang garden, August 2004.

‘Marine branch’ of DLEPVA was founded in 2005,
followed by a seabed trash clearing activity.

We have organized campaign clearing 
seabed trash at Xinghai bay (last for 
more than a month), Aug.-Sep. 2005.
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The major of Dalian declared the campaign 
for ‘controlling white pollution’, initiated 
by DLEPVA, 2006

Countermeasure to control marine litterCountermeasure to control marine litter

Member countries of NOWPAP should work out an 
action plan to control marine litter

Experimental cities can be selected to start the action 
plan (such as Dalian)

In the selected experimental cities, a long-term 
mechanism for “marine litter protection, management 
and development” must be built

We would like to suggest NOWPAP to draw a new  
marine litter plan for next 5 years or more

It is important for NGO to build a It is important for NGO to build a 

regular relationship with enterprise, regular relationship with enterprise, 

government and the publicgovernment and the public

NGO could unite enterprises and all walks of life
to organize public activities, and suggest the 
government to pay attention to environmental 
problem and to solve it;

NGO may coordinate relations between 
government and the public, supervise activities of 
protecting sea environment.

Picture 1: the family of Sun Deliang, a Volunteer 
of Dalian Environmental Protection Volunteer 
Association, is setting free a small spot seal that 
had been rescued several days ago. 

Picture 2: the son of Sun Deliang is 
reluctant to part with this little spot seal  
and gaze at it; so it does. 

Picture 3: Return quickly to the sea to 
look for mother and bye-bye to our 
lovable spot seal; may she have a best 
wishes!

To contact meTo contact me::

Name:Mr. Jiangning Chen 

Dalian Environmental Protection Volunteers Association

Adds No.1 Huale St. Zhongshan District, Dalian, China  

P.C. 116001

Tel +86411—82704122    

Fax +86411—82704102

E-mail:  dlchenjn@126.com

Welcome to Welcome to DalianDalian
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Thanks everyone !Thanks everyone !



Investigations into the actual conditions of Seabed Litter, and The 
problem for its removal and disposal in Seto Inland Sea. 

Shiwaku Toshifumi 

The Foundation for Environmental Rehabilitation and Redevelopment of Mizushima 

Nishisakae-cho 13-23,Mizushima Kurashiki-city,Okayama 712-8034,JAPAN 

Tel: 81-86-440-0121, Fax: 81-86-446-4620 

E-mail: shiwaku@mizushima-f.or.jp 

1. Introduction 

A lot of scattered litter is seen in the beach part etc, being caused by the lifestyle 

characterized by heavy consumption and a large amount of abandonment which have been 

promoted since the period of the high economic growth. However, we must notice that not 

only these litter which is easily visible but also much more litter is scattered and piles up in the 

Seabed that causes the waste problem with the sea area. Therefore, it is important to clarify the 

realities first of all to do the approach of Seabed Litter that causes "invisible environmental 

concern ".  

Our research activities on this problem have been supported by the Japan Fund for the Global 

Environment of Japan Environment Corporation Present Environmental Restoration and 

Conservation Agency since 2000. This report describes the investigation result attained in 

fiscal year 2006, and the approach about removal and disposal of Seto Inland Sea by the 

cooperation of the administration and the fishermen. 

2.  The realities grasp investigation by small trawling boat 

1) Examination method 

The litter that is obtained with, the cooperation of two fishermen who owns respectively one 

small trawling boat widely used in the Bisan-seto sea area, was received by us so that Seabed 

Litter may be understood on its realities, the collection area being recorded and the contents 

being analyzed. We have been investigating into the litter using specimen ships – two small 

trawling boats – offered by the Yorishima-cho Fishermen's Cooperative Association. 

Postgraduate students at Okayama University have classified and measured the total litter. 

2) Investigation result 

number and weight 

Days of the operation of the total of two fishermen in the investigation in fiscal year 2006 are 

124 days. (April, 2006 ~ January, 2007; by small trawling boat). In weight of the litter is about 

1,525kg, and the number is about 53,000(The bulky pieces are excluded).  



In the ratios of the numbers of each classification of Seabed Litter, the plastic bag (Including 

the tray) occupies the largest proportion of about 43% and the plastics products about 

33%(Fig.1). The plastic bag occupies still larger proportion of about 32% according to weight.  

 

Figure1.Percentage of Seabed litter of each article by quantity(April,2006~January,2007) 

Can-waste ratio according to A best-before date 

It accounts for the cans for about 12% in the number and it accounts for about 7% in weight. 

Usually the beverage cans are marked with the best-before date. The best-before date is decided 

generally roughly from eight months to one year after production. So we can estimate the time 

when each can was wasted into Seabed Litter by investigating the best-before date. In the 

investigation in fiscal year 2006, about 49% of the wasted cans had been wasted before the date 

in 2007 and about 27% in 2006 and it is estimated that most of the cans should be wasted within 

these several years before(Fig.2).  

 

Figure2.Number of cans according to “best-before”date(April,2006~January,2007) 

It is estimated that most of Seabed Litter should have been exhausted from daily life, and the 

results of our investigation shows us we should work on Seabed Litter as entire citizens' 

themselves problems.  



3. The realities of Seabed Litter in Seto Inland Sea and Approach of its removal 

and disposal. 

Seabed Litter has increased in the entire Seto Inland Sea especially in the sea area near the 

metropolis and the industrial zone in the Osaka bay and the Hiroshima bay, etc. Especially 

speaking, there are proper features by each sea area in the kind of Seabed Litter. Seto Inland Sea 

is divided into a lot of open seas and straits and the conditions of each parts are individual.  

There is an example of a daily removal of Seabed Litter in the Hinase-cho fishery cooperative 

in Okayama Prefecture. The Etajima fishery cooperative in Hiroshima Prefecture with the 

initiative of young members, is collecting and buying Seabed Litter drawn by small trawling 

boat. The fishermen are daily drawing back Seabed Litter by small trawling boat in Suo-Oshima 

Yamaguchi Prefecture. But the administration is impossible to comply to the request of 

assistance to the fishermen.  

However, some administrations also have started the approach to Seabed Litter in recent 

years. The Okayama prefectural assembly took up the problem of Seabed Litter, and the 

problem of Seabed Litter entered into an agenda at the governors’ conference of both 

prefectures in Okayama and Kagawa of fiscal year 2004. The Ministry of Chugoku-Shikoku 

Regional Environment Office started up "Investigative commission on measures for marine 

waste of the Seto Inland Sea" that aimed at the approach by the cooperation of six prefectures of 

Chugoku and Shikoku districts, coast municipalities, the fishery people, and civic groups in 

March, 2006. The Mizushima foundation also is participating in the study committee as a 

commissioner. The task force for investigating into actual conditions of problem is set up in 

May, 2006, and the task force of the removal and disposal and the generation control will start 

up in March, 2007, too.  

4.  To the end 

For the adequate approach to Seabed Litter, it is necessary for fishermen to draw them back 

and for the administration to dispose it. The drawing cost should be born by the ones who are 

clearly recognized as the exhausters. As for the other parts, the administration should bear 

responsibility. Moreover, because Seabed Litter flows in from the river, it is necessary to bear 

cost of removal and disposal for the inhabitants and enterprises of the entire river valley. It is 

important for the central government to have the responsibility because there is a lot of litter that 

pass over the prefecture boundary in Seto Inland Sea. In addition, the prefecture and the central 

government should have the responsibility for the cleaning of the bottom of the sea area where a 

small trawling is not allowed to enter owing to sea routes such as Maritime Traffic Safety Laws.   

At the same time, it is necessary to work for the spread of the product made of the 

biodegradability material and the enlightening activity to the citizens is in order not to generate.  
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Investigations into the actual conditions of Seabed 

Litter, and The problem for its removal and 

disposal in Seto Inland Sea.

The Foundation for Environmental Rehabilitation 

and Redevelopment of Mizushima

Researcher : Shiwaku Toshifumi

Researched Area 

The Mizushima industrial complex

Yorishima Town

Small trawlling boat

A fisherman is separating litter from 
fish on the boat 

Separating and Measuring of 
collected seabed litter 
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Percentage of seabed litter of each article by quantity 

September, 2006~March, 2007)

Percentage of seabed litter of each article by weight 
(September, 2006~March, 2007) 

Number of cans according to “best-before” date
(September, 2006~March, 2007) 

Collecting the mass of  metallic wires. 

Removal and disposal of Seabed Litter in the Hinase-
cho fishery cooperative in Okayama Prefecture 

The Seabed Litter is removed with small 
trawlling boat since the beginning of 1980's. 
The fishery cooperative bore the cost of 
2yen/kg and the Hinase-cho disposed of the 
collected Seabed Litter. 
Seabed Litter rose by as much as 12t/day at 
first, decreased to about 5kg/day now. 
Seabed litter is disposed by 10yen/kg in the 
disposal place in Bizen City now. 
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The Boxes to collect the seabed litter
Hinase-cho

Approaches to Seabed Litter by 
the administration

The Okayama prefectural assembly took up the 
problem of Seabed Litter, and the problem 
entered into an agenda at the governors’
conference of Okayama and Kagawa 
prefectures in the fiscal year 2004. 

The Ministry of Chugoku-Shikoku Regional 
Environment Office started up "Investigative 
commission on measures for marine waste of 
the Seto Inland Sea" in March 2006. 

A station of the collected seabed litter
(Yorishima-cho) 

"Investigative commission on measures for marine waste of 
the Seto Inland Sea" February 7, 2007

The problem for Seabed Litter 
removal and disposal 

Especially, small islands (Because, Securing 
the place is difficult!)
Maintain, disposal, removal system & 
organization of Seabed Litter.
Load of removal & disposal cost of Seabed 
Litter.
Amends such as fishing nets damaged by 
Litter collection etc.

Necessity of exhaust source measures 
of Seabed Litter

The drawing cost should be born by the ones 
who are clearly recognized as the exhausters. 
The spread of the product made of the 
biodegradability material (at the same time, 
clarifing the responsibilities of Manufacturer 
&  Distributors)
Prohibition of illegal dumping of litter to the 
sea area and river. 
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View in the future

Who have the responsibility for Seabed Litter?

The central government (Because a lot of 
litter passes over the prefecture boundaries in 
Seto Inland Sea).
What measures are necessary?

Spread of the biodegradability material.
The enlightening activity to the citizens. 

END



Treasure, Trash, To do What? In the Nakdong Estuary 
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1000, Yeonsan 5-Dong, Yeonje-Gu, Busan, Korea 611-735 

yhsong@busan.go.kr 
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1000, Yeonsan 5-Dong, Yeonje-Gu, Busan, Korea 611-735  
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1. Nakdong Estuary is one of Busan’s treasure

 Busan, a bustling city of approximately 3.7 million residents, is located on the Southeastern tip 

of the Korean peninsula, is the second largest city in Korea. The size of Busan is 763.3km2 

which is 0.8% of the whole land of Korea. The natural environment of Busan is a perfect 

example of harmony among mountains, rivers and sea. Its geography includes a coastline with 

superb beaches and scenic cliffs, mountains which provide excellent hiking and extraordinary 

views, and hot springs scattered throughout the city.  

The Nakdong river flows 520 kilometers across south Korea, leads to northwest pacific ocean via city of 

Busan. The Nakdong estuary, the mouth of river, has the big wide open spaces of wetland and sand island 

giving a spectacular sight. Also it has been providing an ideal place for migratory birds, reed, water plants, 

shellfishes, it is a paradise of millions of birds for a long time. Thus the Nakdong estuary is one of great 

treasure to the ecosystem as well as to the city of Busan. And furthermore, there are so many water 

sources to drink along the Nakdong river basin.  



Fig. 2 A fine view of sand islands at the Nakdong estuary 



Fig. 3  The wetland provide a good shelters to a lot of birds at the Nakdong estuary  

2. The massive trash threatening Busan’s treasure  

For a long time, the Nakdong estuary suffered from the trash flowed into the river especially in 

the heavy rainy seasons. Once litter gets into the estuarine environment, it seriously affects 

wildlife, the environment, humans, and our economy. City of Busan make an appropriation of 

funds for clean-up the riverside, estuary, and marine debris every year. 

Fig. 4  An accumulated trash at some of the place of the Nakdong estuary in summer season, 

2006.



3. Project on the track of river trash through the Nakdong river 

At the end of a strong storms scratched across the Nakdong river basin, we could easily found 

the massive trash all around Eulsuk Island which belong to Nakdong estuary at last summer.  

Then we had done a hard project that certification on the extent of trash flowed into river. 

Through the aviation photographing before and after the rain, we got significant pictures to 

explain the washing out of the trash along the Nakdong river basin of 130km distance. 

Fig. 5  An image of aviation photographing (http://images.google.com)



Fig. 6  An example photo on the track of river trash (river bank was completely washed out 

after heavy rain)) 

4. It is necessary to develop more detailed countermeasures to protect Nakdong 

estuary from the threatens of the trash 

Despite some of the transboundary water pollution issues were not approached to the 

settlement among the relevant authorities of the Nakdong river region, Busan city has conducted 

a study by itself on the river trash and marine litter problems in the year of 2001.  

According to the study results, it was estimated that some parts of the trash accumulated at one 

of Busan’s treasure caused from the upstream area of the riverside hills, an agriculture fields, a 

construction fields, and the down-town streets along the river basin. 

So, Busan city authority suggested the cost-sharing system to the upstream local governments 

for removing the river trash, but there has being heard any good news about the cooperation 

between up & down authorities until now.  

So, it is necessary to develop more detailed countermeasures and to make efforts for preserving 

the Nakdong estuary from the threaten of the river trash ;  

1) Prepare the damage assessment for the Nakdong estuary ecosystem, because there has been 



no trial to clear up the relationship between the public nuisance toward the downstream area 

citizens, eco-systems and the accumulated trash at present. 

2) Continue the study on organization of the compact commission about the cost-sharing system 

to remove flowed into trash between up & downstream in the Nakdong river basin  

3) Despite the principled negotiation models are not still exist which settle down the issues 

including water quality and river trash, we will continue to study in order to get a inner-province 

compacts processes, mediation, facilitation, convening, consensus process, negotiation method 

on the whole Nakdong river basin.  



Treasure, Trash, To do What ? In the Nakdong Estuary

March 28, 2007

Yoon Chan, Choi

Busan Metropolitan city

Southeastern tip of 
Korea Peninsula

Southeastern tip of 
Korea Peninsula

3.7 million residents3.7 million residents

763.3763.3 : 0.8%: 0.8%

mountain, rivers and sea, 7beaches,mountain, rivers and sea, 7beaches,

scenic, cliffs, hot springs, deepscenic, cliffs, hot springs, deep

harbors, container portharbors, container port

HarmonyHarmony

15Gu 1Gun(Gijang)  15Gu 1Gun(Gijang)  

Nakdong River

Location : 127 29' 129 13' E                 
35 06' 37 13' N

Area : 23,871

Length : 525 (the longest river)

Average discharge rate : 423 /s

Surface sediment : sand, silt, clay

Sea-level difference : 0.4-1.5m

Administrative district : Busan, Daegu,

Gyeongsangnam · buk-do, etc

The source : Gangwon-do Taebaek

Mt. Hambaek Hwangji

The main issues : 

- sustainable development 

- water quality + trash

- preservation of river eco system

3-D Map :  Busan city

Nakdong Estuary 
= One of Busan’s treasure

Nakdong delta Nakdong delta 

Shelter to migratory birds Shelter to migratory birds 

Widespread waterweedsWidespread waterweeds

Habitats for crab, shellfishHabitats for crab, shellfish

Drinking water source for   Drinking water source for   

the citizensthe citizens

Paradise for millions of birds

Nakdong estuary : Eulsuk Island



Marine Marine 
Pollution Pollution 

ActAct
741.5741.5

Conservation Conservation 

of Wetlandsof Wetlands

& Ecology & Ecology 

Act Act 

34.234.2

Preservation Preservation 

of Natural of Natural 

Environment Environment 

Act Act 

52.7452.74

Protection Protection 

of Cultural of Cultural 

Properties Properties 

ActAct

231.9231.9

Protection Acts
on Nakdong Estuary

Ocean cultures 
are wide spreading

Trash pose a threat 
to Busan’s treasure

A modeling result on the floating trashA modeling result on the floating trash

5 days after a flood 10 days after a flood

Korea Ocean Research & Development Institute, 2001
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Compositions of the trash

River bankEulsuk Island Dadae beach

32 ton/yr

50%50%

15%15%

10%10%
10%10%

80%80%

10%10%

10%10%
10%10%

15%15%
1,050 ton/yr

30%30%

40%40%

30%30%

25%25% 10%10%

15%15%

32 ton/yr

20%20%

WoodWood plasticplasticStyrofoamStyrofoam

The othersThe othersFoodFoodRecycle ableRecycle able
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120,000120,000

90,00090,000

60,00060,000

30,00030,000

Removal Cost

Street waste management fundStreet waste management fund

Emergency national territory protection fundEmergency national territory protection fund

Marine pollution protection fundMarine pollution protection fund

Trash Tracking Project

Before & After a rainBefore & After a rain

Aug. 9 ~  Sep. 18. 2006Aug. 9 ~  Sep. 18. 2006

Wondering,Wondering,

-- What happens ?What happens ?

-- Is it possible to monitor   

the moving trash ?

I think, get I think, get a half successa half success

< Point 2 >< Point 2 >

•• If heavy rain If heavy rain 

comes again,   comes again,   

the constructionthe construction

wastes will bewastes will be

drawn into riverdrawn into river

•• Litter was Litter was piled up  piled up  

at a oilat a oil-- defense defense 

netnet

beforebefore

afterafter

< Point 7 >< Point 7 >

•• After rain, the   After rain, the   

river bank wasriver bank was

submerged,submerged,

where they are ?where they are ?

Before

After

Activities for Marine Litter

First of all, we want the cost-sharing system

Monitoring : estuary, river, ocean (floating, immersed litter)

Support NGO’s activities

- clean-up marine pollutants, river & beach wastes

- periodical inspection around an inland sea (dumping, etc…)

- carry out tour programs for students around the Nakdong estuary

Buyback marine litter pulled-up during fishing

Clean-up activities in ocean cultivation region

Elimination of immersed fishing nets

Development of effective management system toDevelopment of effective management system to

-- preventing wash out of trash through the streams at downtown arpreventing wash out of trash through the streams at downtown areaea

-- methods of tiemethods of tie--up the cutup the cut--down trees around riverside mountainsdown trees around riverside mountains

-- construction fields through the river flowsconstruction fields through the river flows

-- agriculture wastes in rural areasagriculture wastes in rural areas

Establish an effective treatment systemEstablish an effective treatment system

-- prepare to emergency situation of the trash flowed intoprepare to emergency situation of the trash flowed into

-- needs to setneeds to set--up cost sharing systemup cost sharing system

-- development of new technology for surveys, collection, disposaldevelopment of new technology for surveys, collection, disposal……

Sustained approach to litter abatement educationSustained approach to litter abatement education

-- inform the value of inform the value of NakdongNakdong estuary estuary 

-- the trashthe trash’’s threaten to the river & oceans ecos threaten to the river & oceans eco--system system 

Countermeasures on River Trash



Obstacles to solve the trash issue

Always water problems have been more important than litter problAlways water problems have been more important than litter problemsems

-- The spillage of toxic chemical (1991) : a nation wide concernsThe spillage of toxic chemical (1991) : a nation wide concerns

So many impulsive jobs onSo many impulsive jobs on--going  about water quality issuegoing  about water quality issuess

-- making industrial complex through the making industrial complex through the NakdongNakdong river bankriver bank

-- Total Maximum Daily Load (T.M.D.L.) program  etcTotal Maximum Daily Load (T.M.D.L.) program  etc

Not easy to address regional collaboration on the trash managemeNot easy to address regional collaboration on the trash managementnt

-- it has wide variety sources, difficult to verify the exact sourit has wide variety sources, difficult to verify the exact sourcece

-- a costa cost--sharing system like a Hansharing system like a Han--river area (Seoul, river area (Seoul, IncheonIncheon,, GyungGyung--gigi))

-- encourage a better understanding about the value of the encourage a better understanding about the value of the NakdongNakdong eatuaryeatuary

Conclusions
: to break down the obstacles

NakdongNakdong Estuary is one of Estuary is one of Busan'sBusan's great treasure great treasure 

Worried about all of the trashWorried about all of the trash’’s threatenss threatens

We willWe will

-- support NGOsupport NGO’’s activitiess activities on river & marine litter on river & marine litter 

-- survey survey of the river trash, marine litter of the river trash, marine litter continuouslycontinuously

-- prepare damage assessment for estuary birds by the trashprepare damage assessment for estuary birds by the trash

-- cooperate with national government's oncooperate with national government's on--going project about going project about 

marine litter problemsmarine litter problems

-- encourage to setencourage to set--up the costup the cost--sharing systemsharing system

A Cost-Sharing model at capital regions
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Sand Islands at Nakdong Estuary

Sun-set at Eulsuk Island Birds at Nakdong Estuary



Birds around the floodgate Happy Smiles in Wetland

Floodgate at Nakdong Estuary Side view of the flood Gate

Trash at floodgate Small Dam at Nakdong River




